August 8, 2016

SUBJECT: Maestro Training and New Release

Training
AgriLife will provide general Maestro trainings on:
Wednesday, August 24th from 8:30 am-12:00 pm
Thursday, August 25th from 1:30-5:00 pm
Held in AGLS 111A
Information covered will be the same in both sessions.

You can register for these classes via TrainTraq- Class 2112800- AgriLife Maestro 101.
Section 3271 – 8/24/16
Section 3272 – 8/25/16

These classes are open to any Maestro user; faculty, staff or students. You will need your TAMU NET IDs to log on to the computers. If you do not have a TAMU NET ID please contact Tribbie Grimm-Sandner at tdsandner@ag.tamu.edu.

New Today
When login into Maestro, you will notice changes in the Maestro user interface. A new version has been released which includes the following improvements:

- Improved mobile screen layout and a more responsive user interface
- Larger and more intuitive icons
- Improved screen readability with a modern flat look and increased white space

With this deployment, the “Maestro Light 3” project has been finalized. Other enhancements have included:
- Financial Conflict of Interest - disclosure entry process is simplified. The ability for Conflict of Interest Officials was added to finalize a disclosure without sending it back to Researcher.
- Account Transactions - FAMIS made their data available for us to display Expense Budget and Revenue transactions.
• Account List - added link to navigate to Research Project, and new filter to exclude accounts that ended.
• Notifications - Subject line and content of all Maestro notifications submitted to Researchers are improved.

The upcoming project “Maestro Light 4” will include design and delivery of Researcher Dashboard. If you have any suggestions or want to be part of Researcher Dashboard team, we invite you to send comments to Tribbie Grimm-Sandner at tdsandner@ag.tamu.edu or 979-458-4383.

If you have any questions regarding Maestro please contact Tribbie Grimm-Sandner at tdsandner@ag.tamu.edu or 979-458-4383